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Toward  
success

We invite you to join our Vmeste clients and 
partners’ community.

The community helps

         to access valid news, analysis and forecasts all over the metal, 
construction, machine-building, and energy industries

         to share your expertise with other market players

         to receive enrichment training to boost personal effectiveness

         to take part in key industry-wide events and company events

Join us!

·

·

·

·

vmeste.severstal.com

vmeste@severstal.com

@vmesteseverstal
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Severstal is the leading partner  
in the machine-building industry.

About Severstal

Severstal is one of the largest suppliers that provides a wide range of rolled steel 
products to the Russian and CIS-based machine-building industry. Covering all 
sectors of the machine-building industry, the company has an extensive client base 
that includes more than 300 partners from Russia, the CIS and export markets. 
Severstal guarantees to provide its clients with the highest quality standards and 
unparalleled level of service.

Machine-building sectors within Severstal’s engineering  
expertise:

The company offers efficient and tailored solutions that include stamping, plasma 
cutting, bending, drilling and other services.

Severstal has original production technology for car body parts welded blanks  
that has no analogues in Russia and the CIS. It has proved to be a complete success  
on a wide range of models among the company’s clients.
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•    Automotive industry

•    Consumer electronics 

•    Railway machinery

•    Energy and petrochemical 
equipment

•    Lifting and rigging equipment

•    Industrial packaging

•    Farming equipment

•    Shipbuilding and armoured 
vehicles

•    Bulk goods and heavy equipment

•    Electrical engineering

About the Company4
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Severstal offers its customers full-cycle 
electronic document management: from contract 
signing with e-signatures or order placements 
via EDI, straight to sending shipment documents 
in soft copies, and the submission of universal 
transfer documents and electronic quality 
certificates via EDF. This service reduces costs, 
while eliminating manual input mistakes.

EDI electronic document flow 

About the Company

Advantages
of Cooperation

Our quality policy is the basis for running and 
improving the quality management system at 
PAO Severstal that complies with international 
standards ISO 9001:2015, IATF 16949:2016,  
ISO 14001:2015, and OHSAS 18001:2007.

Having our own raw materials, steel-
manufacturing and rolling shops, and wide 
implementation of automatic quality control 
systems, let us ensure the high quality of the 
rolled products we supply.

Severstal upgraded its high-strength rolled steel 
production technology and introduced its own 
range of high-strength steel grades: Powerweld 
for high efficiency, Powerhard for wear 
resistance, Powerform for forming ability, and 
Powerbase for boron content. High-strength steel 
significantly extends the service life of finished 
products and increases their efficiency through 
good impact strength rating and invulnerability  
to wear.

Due to its physical properties and lighter weight, 
high-strength steel enables the production 
of technically advanced equipment. The 
applications for these grades are vast, ranging 
from car frames, structural elements and side 
members to steel structures for hoisting vehicles.

For various sectors of the machine-building 
industry, Severstal produces rolled steel 
Steelazer utilised for the production of laser-cut 
products production with evenly distributed 
internal stresses. Using this product shortens 
production time, reduces the need for 
retreatment and increases the cutting accuracy 
of parts.

New products and servicesHigh quality standards
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Customer technical support department

CTSD is a one-stop-shop service for Severstal’s 
customers that deals with all technical issues 
related to steel products.

Service objectives:

·    Advising on rolled steel production and  
its applications

·    Stating the technical requirements for rolled 
products in order to obtain products with given 
properties

·    Resolving customers’ metal-recycling 
problems and implementing corrective 
measures

·    Monitoring and analysing the quality level  
of customer products

·    Initiating and helping with the development  
of new products as an added value for the 
customer

·    Taking part in collaborations aimed at reducing 
the costs of the customer’s products and 
increasing production efficiency

Severstal’s CTSD was established in 2007 and  
is equally available to partners and clients from 
any industry. In 2019, the company built  
on years of expertise to create Techconsulting, 
an additional service with a profile that extends 
beyond basic tasks.

8 About the Company

Future-oriented engineering Commitment to sustainable development

The future-oriented engineering service  
is also unique for steelmaking enterprises 
in Russia: Severstal offers the development 
and implementation of package solutions 
well-tailored to the customer’s requirements. 
Solutions range from using a new steel grade 
(as well as its development) to modifying the 
customer’s disegn to ensure that all the specified 
properties are met.

The service stands out with its development  
of a test product using digital process simulation 
methods, its support to make the developed 
solutions standard and its participation in all 
phases of implementation.

Beyond that, there is a Severstal engineering 
portal for our clients that contains the specific 
properties of our rolled steel products that allow 
engineers of the client companies to create 
accurate digital models. All material cards  
are presented in a convenient format.

Steel will continue to be in demand in society 
well into the future. Steel as a material grants the 
advantage of its endless life cycle maintained 
through efficient collection and recycling.  
Steel is the backbone of the circular economy.

The main challenge for both us and our industry 
partners is climate change problems. Severstal  
is aware of its social responsibility and  
is exercising it via a home-developed programme 
aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
2020, the company set a goal to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions by 3 % by 2023, 
compared to the base year 2020. The reduction  
in all greenhouse gases emissions will amount  
to approximately 1 million tonnes of CO2.

In 2020, the company’s environmental 
expenditures amounted to 5.6 B RUB. Moreover, 
for the first time, the World Steel Association 
recognised Severstal as a leader in sustainable   
development. Making use of the company’s 
products, Severstal’s clients participate  
in reducing their carbon footprint.

Advantages
of Cooperation
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The Techconsulting  
Team is:

·    60 experts, each possessing more than 10 
years   of operational experience

·    access to the best practices of 70 companies 
that comprise Severstal

·    the key to a wide network of external experts: 
there are more than 250 specialists in our 
ecosystem, which includes representatives     
of top Russian universities, international 
industrial enterprises, IT companies and other 
industries

10 About the Company

Techconsulting 
Expertise and best practices to meet 
your technical challenges

The service focuses on business development

and the collaborative search for ideas to be

implemented in the client’s production facilities.

The Techconsulting Team is happy  
to help you if:

·    your company purchases rolled steel  
from Severstal

·    you work in metal recycling

·    your colleagues or you have a technical task

·    you are ready to take action

Techconsulting’s  
expertise include:

·    compiling and selecting industrial equipment

·    recommendations for the logistics and storage 
of rolled steel products

·    assistance in the selection of suppliers 
(materials and services)

·    sharing our best practices
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Result

Following an audit at the Cherepovets Steel Mill 
facility, Severstal was confirmed to be the sole 
supplier for the production of the Lastochka 
Commuter Train and still remains so to this day. 
The annual volume of deliveries is approx.  
3,500 tonnes.

Our Participation

Lastochka
Commuter Train

Railway machinery

Ural Locomotives (a joint venture between ZAO Sinara 

Group and Siemens AG) approached Severstal  

to improve the surface quality and other characteristics 

of plate steel used for the construction of the Lastochka 

Commuter Train.

Project Product

The company had had similar experience. 
Severstal decided to move away from heat 
treatment. During this process scaling takes 
place and scales are pressed into the surface  
of the plate. To meet the future needs  
of the client, we had to ensure required impact 
strength at sub-zero temperatures.

As a result of successful cooperation in 2017, 
Severstal delivered plate steel complying with the 
European standard with additional requirements 
for planeness, surface quality and mechanical 
properties. Siemens’ requirements for sheet 
metal production of a welded commuter train 
bogie were met.
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Result

Severstal produces SS-coated bimetal  
on an industrial scale for the production  
of petrochemical equipment and manufacturing 
of arctic marine equipment, and develops 
new types of wear-resistant bimetal for road, 
earthmoving and agricultural machinery.

Our Participation

The Omsk  
Oil Refinery

Energy and petrochemical  
equipment

The Omsk Oil Refinery is one of the most modern 
refineries in Russia and one of the largest 
in the world. The company’s rated capacity is approx.
20.5 M tonnes of oil per year. The Omsk Oil Refinery
is the industry leader in refining efficiency: its refinery 
yield is 90.6 % with the yield of Euro 5 environmental 
class light oil products over 70 %.

Project Product

In August 2017, Volgogradneftemash shipped  
3 large coke drums, each 5.5 m in diameter,  
27.5 m long and weighing 193 tonnes, as part  
of the modernisation programme at Gazpromneft-
Omsk Oil Refinery. The drums were made  
of Severstal bimetal. The bimetal steel vessels 
were intended for the delayed coking unit under 
reconstruction. Severstal became the sole 
supplier of bimetal sheet for the project and 
supplied more than 500 tonnes in total.

Bimetal is a composite material consisting of two 
or more different layers of metals or metal alloys. 
Both operational properties and technological 
characteristics of bimetals are not achievable  
in a single steel grade, while difficult-to-obtain 
and expensive materials are consumed  
in a practical fashion.
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Collaboration History

The Severstal supplying history for the facility 
spans over a period of more than 6 years. In 2013, 
employees of the SSM-Tyazhmash Machine-
building Center manufactured the parts of the 
rocket pre-launch and launch equipment. In the 
same year, the first 500 tonnes of rolled structural 
steel for the production of the transportation and 
installation unit set on the railway chassis and 
the hold-down arms were delivered. In 2018, the 
supply of rolled metal products for the second 
launch pad equipment of the cosmodrome 
began.

 

The Orlovsky Steel Rolling Plant, a part of 
the Severstal-Metiz group, also supplies the 
companies in the space rocket industry. Space 
technology components are subjected to 
particularly strict performance requirements, 
as they are exposed not only to severe external 
stresses, but also powerful internal processes. 
The Orlovsky Steel Rolling Plant’s fasteners 
are produced in accordance with GOST 
requirements. They are certified with certificates 
of compliance.

Our Participation

The Vostochny 
Cosmodrome

Heavy Machine-Building

Vostochny, Russia’s first civil cosmodrome, became 
operational in 2016. On 28 April, a booster rocket 
Soyuz-2 launched three satellites into Earth’s orbit.
The new cosmodrome allows Russia to develop 
and make use of outer space using own resources 
exclusively.

Project Product

Tyazhmash, а Russian engineering company, 
was the general supplier of the Earth-based 
technological equipment, namely: the launching 
system, the maintenance cabin, the upper 
umbilical tower, the cable-threading tower,  
the transportation and installation unit,  
and the safety equipment kit.

For the construction of the first and second 
stages of the Vostochny launching complex  
in the Amur Region, Severstal supplied over  
2,000 tonnes of structural steel to Tyazhmash.
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Result

The Prirazlomnaya Platform operates in the 
extreme climatic conditions of the Pechora Sea. 
The hull of the platform withstands collisions with 
large drifting ice floes. In general, Severstal has 
extensive experience in rolled steel production 
for the intended use of the shipbuilding industry. 
In 2015, for example, the company supplied 
more than 17,000 tonnes of special high-strength 
and advanced-strength steel to shipbuilding 
enterprises: Sevmash, Baltiyskiy Zavod Shipyard 
and other companies.

Our Participation

The Prirazlomnaya
Platform

Shipbuilding

The Russian Arctic exploration programme stimulates 
the establishment of a strong shipbuilding cluster  
in the country, which is a major incentive for the 
development of our company’s technological 
capabilities.

Project Product

As a part of the state-controlled Metal Project 
implementation, Severstal delivered more than 
200,000 tonnes of high-strength and advanced-
strength, cold-enduring, cold-resistant, 
laminate-break-resistant shipbuilding steel. The 
company was the first among Russian metallurgy 
enterprises to master the production of high-
strength plate steel for arctic and offshore 
projects F40W and F500W with operating 
temperatures reaching to −60 °С.

Steel (strength class PC F500W) with a thickness 
of up to 70 millimetres is in high demand  
in the production of drilling rigs, icebreakers  
and ice-class ships. The products were certified 
by the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping.
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Result

The liner will take the classic Moscow-St. 
Petersburg line, carry out voyages following  
the Moscow-Sevastopol-Sochi route and will  
also carry out circular voyages from Astrakhan  
to the Caspian Sea.

Our Participation

PV-300 Project 
Passenger Liner  
Pyotr Velikiy

Shipbuilding

Severstal won the United Shipbuilding Corporation’s 
tender to supply shipbuilding steel for the construction 
of the first Russian cruise liner Pyotr Velikiy,  
launched in May 2019 at the Lotos Shipyard  
in the Astrakhan Region.

Project Product

The Pyotr Velikiy is the first cruise liner built  
in Russia over the last 30 years.

This river-and-marine class vessel is a real 
floating hotel with a forward observation lounge, 
sliding roof deck with a swimming pool, and 
individual balconies for each cabin.

The Pyotr Velikiy is fully compliant with 
international conventions’ requirements.

Severstal supplied more than 2,000 tonnes  
of steel from the Cherepovets Steel Mill, which 
was used to manufacture the hull structure  
of the ship. Steel products were supplied through 
the Severstal Russian Steel distribution network 
over the period of 2016–2017.



New Product  
Types
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Applications

Automotive industry

•    Load-bearing elements of semi-trailers, heavy-
duty trailers and special vehicles frames

•    Extensible elements of trailers and semi-trailers

•    Stabilising pads

Lifting and rigging equipment

•    Lifting booms, cross beams, welded girders

•    Lifting and rotating platforms for load-handling, 
road construction, utility and special vehicles

Farming equipment
•    Welded girders and load-bearing elements  

of equipment

Bulk goods and heavy equipment
•    Structural elements of dump trucks

•    Structural elements of excavator buckets  
and other earthmoving attachments

Construction

•    Mine lining

•    Critical elements of building structures

New Product Types

Powerweld
High-strength steel

This is a steel of high strength, good welding capability 
and ductility. Strength is increased while maintaining 
low weight and safety.

Advantages

Thermal shock resistance from 
−70 °C to +300 °C

Low level of harmful impurities 
in steel and optimal hot rolling 
and heat treatment processes 
ensure that Powerweld 
maintains its properties at all 
temperatures and under all 
climatic conditions.

High strength characteristics

The value is ensured by the 
optimal selection of the steel 
microalloying principle and 
heat treatment regimes.

High weldability 

Achieved through the limited 
carbon content and low carbon 
equivalent value.

Security

The rolled products conform to 
the requirements of EN 10025-
6-2004 and are listed in RD 22-
16-2005. Powerweld 420 grade 
conforms to SP 16.13330.2017, 
Steel structures. Revised 
version of SNIP II-23-81.

Structural weight reduction

The product is lighter due  
to harmonised thickness  
and load-bearing ability.
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Applications

Automotive industry

•    Side members of car and dump truck semi-
trailers

•    Semi-trailer car frames

•    Heavy duty vehicle chassis

•    Frames and side members of ready-mix trucks

•    Frames and side members of utility vehicles

•    Short log truck bunks

•    Trailers

Farming equipment

•    Grain-carrier bodies

•    Dump truck tractor trailers

Lifting and rigging equipment

•    Extensible booms of cranes, articulating 
cranes, hydraulic cranes and loading cranes

•    Auxiliary frames for heavy duty truck-mounted 
hydraulic lifts and articulating cranes

•    Booms for Forwarder and harvesters

•    Cross-beams

New Product Types

Powerform
High-strength cold-formed steel

Cold-formed steel (S500MC–S700MC), with high 
strength, ductility and weldability. Reduces weight while 
increasing strength.

Advantages

Weight reduction of the 
finished product

Achieved through the use 
of thinner steel sheets 
while maintaining strength 
properties of the finished 
product.

Cold-forming ability 

The value is ensured by the 
specially developed alloying 
concept.

Cost-effectiveness

Use of this steel grade reduces 
material costs, improves load-
bearing capacity and extends 
the service life of the finished 
product.

High weldability

Achieved through the limited 
carbon content and low carbon 
equivalent value.
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Applications

Automotive industry

•    Heavy duty vehicle platforms

•    Heavy duty vehicle body lining

•    Dump truck bodies (flooring, binder bars, body 
structural elements)

•    Concrete-mixing machine blades and lining

Farming equipment
•    Parts of soil-tilling units exposed to significant 

abrasion

Lifting and rigging equipment
•    Elements of hydraulic cranes, forklift trucks, ready 

mix trucks and hauling equipment

Bulk goods and heavy equipment

•    Transfer bins and trolleys

•    Buckets and blades for bulldozer earthmovers, 
motor graders, excavators

•    Grabbing excavators, screens, crushing 
machines

•    Conveyor belts

•    Loading trays

•    Hydraulic hammers

•    Containers

New Product Types

Powerhard
High-strength wear-resistant steel

Intended for the production of equipment, parts and 
assemblies to be operated under excessive wear 
conditions. Ensures flawless resistance.

Advantages

High wear resistance 

Achieved through high 
hardness and hardenability 
of the rolled piece across the 
entire section and the uniform 
microstructure of the rolled 
product.

High strength characteristics

The value is ensured by the 
optimal selection of the steel 
microalloying principle and heat 
treatment regimes.

High weldability

Achieved through the limited 
carbon content and low carbon 
equivalent value.
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Applications

Farming equipment

•    Plough share

•    Harrow disks

•    Cultivator blades

•    Caterpillar track shoes

•    Graders blades

•    Manual tools

New Product Types

Powerbase
Thermo strengthened boron steel

Hot-rolled 30MnB5 grade thermo strengthened 
boron flat steel is used in farming equipment for the 
production and repairs of machinery components  
extending the service life of the product.

Advantages

Capacity necessary

to manufacture complex 
products, units and parts

When hot-rolled, the steel  
is easy to weld, bend and cut.

Extends the service life  
of the product

After processing, it is

characterised by its excellent

strength, toughness, resistance

to wear and mechanical stress.

Stable hardening results 

Achieved through the optimal 
selection set of mechanical 
characteristics and stringent 
control over the chemical 
composition.
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Grade HDT580X
ferritic martensitic steel

Grade HDT580F
ferritic bainitic steel

HDT580X is a ferritic steel with 5 % to 20 % 
martensite content that provides both high 
strength due to the hard martensitic phase and 
low yield strength due to the soft ferritic phase. 
HDT580X steel is used to produce high-strength 
wheel rims, shock absorber components (with its 
high energy absorption due to high plastic strain), 
anchors and connective tissues.

HDT580F is a ferritic steel with up to 15 % bainite 
content that provides improved edge stretching 
due to the high hole expansion ratio.
HDT580F steel is used to manufacture wheel rims 
and webs, beams and crossbeams, chassis, body 
components, suspension arms with sufficient 
strain and stretching on the sides and edges, 
gearboxes, mechanical and joint pieces.

New Product Types

Dual-Phase Steel  
Grades

Dual-Phase steels are used to produce wheel rims 
and vehicle power components. Production complies 
with the requirements of GMW 3399 / JIS G3134 /  
EN 10338 standards.

Advantages

Reduction in metal  
consumption 

While maintaining the strength 
and performance properties.

Fatigue resistance

Providing resistance to material 
fatigue.

Complex product shapes

Production of more complex 
shapes, including stylised wheel 
rims.
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Specifications

•    Interstitial free steel (good for stamping)

•    Rolled product with BH effect (Bake Hardening)

•    900–1,850* mm wide, 0.57–2.00 mm thick steel 
sheet

•    Steel produced to EN, JIS and customer 
standards

* to be confirmed upon request.

New Product Types

Galvanised Rolled Steel
for the Font Part of Cars

Advantages

Automatic factory quality 
control.

Thermal hardening during 
drying of coating.

High surface quality.

Meets the most stringent requirements  
for surface quality.
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Specifications

•    High strength micro alloyed steel

•    Ultra-low carbon advanced-strength steel

•    Dual-phase steel

* to be confirmed upon request

•    900–1,550* mm wide,  
0.57*–3.00* mm thick steel sheet

•    Steel produced to EN, JIS and customer 
standards

New Product Types

Galvanised Rolled Steel
for Car Body Frame

Advantages

Automatic factory surface 
quality control

Possibility to galvanise  
hot-rolled pickled steel

Rolling thickness up to 3 mm

High strength 
(up to 1,000 MPa)

Ideal for the production of high-strength critical 
components.
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The chemical composition of the steel  
is balanced and strictly controlled by 
technologists. Strict tolerances are maintained 
in the finished product. Product properties meet 
the requirements of EN standards.

Improved planeness and bending characteristics 
define the benchmark for automated machining 
properties. Therefore, it shortens production 
time, reduces the need for retreatment and 
increases the cutting accuracy of parts.

New Product Types

Steelazer

Advantages

Eliminating the additional stage 
of post-cutting straightening of 
the workpieces at the client’s 
premises

No curling after laser/plasma 
cutting

Improved sheet planeness

Reduced cost of laser cutting 
equipment reconditioning at 
the client’s premises

Planeness deviation after laser 
cutting — 5 mm/m max

Steel for laser beam cutting

This steel has evenly distributed internal stresses.  
This condition is achieved through special modes 
during straightening on the cutting unit. Steel for laser 
beam cutting includes all grades of steel, from the most 
common type St3sp to high-strength grades.
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The rolled steel meets the requirements of 
STO 00186217-445-2018 and is approved for use 
in blast-furnace structures as well as in steel 
structures of other metallurgical facilities.

The sheets are subjected to ultrasonic testing at 
the manufacturer’s premises in accordance  
with GOST 22727.

New Product Types

09G2MFB Steel

Flat plate

Rolled plates of 09G2MFB steel (strength grades С355, 
С390, С420, С440, С460) are designed for blast-furnace 
casings, air coolers, boilers, pressure vessels and other 
critical steel structures.

Advantages

Increased resistance to 
thermal embrittlement

Higher strength and cold 
resistance properties in 
comparison with to similar 
products

 High weldability

Higher initial softening 
temperatures  
(450 °C, compared to 300 °C 
for 09G2S)
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characterised by  
a high stamping capacity

is affordably priced

Optiform compared to SS:

New Product Types

Optiform Steel

The latest product  
on the steel market

This future-oriented solution is a multi-layer material 
with advanced special characteristics (corrosion 
resistance, shock absorption, stamping capacity etc.), 
achieved through saturating the surface layers of the 
metal with alloying elements (chromium, nickel, silicon, 
aluminium etc.).

Advantages

has high product durability  
tocorrosion, both in the 
atmosphere and in aggressive 
environments

has advanced strength 
characteristics

Optiform compared to cold-rolled steel:

can be grinded and polishedmakes it possible to apply the 
pattern mechanically

characterised by a high 
stamping capacity that 
increases the equipment’s 
performance
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Application

Automotive industry

•    Truck and commercial vehicle bodies and 
trailers/semi-trailers

•    Refrigerators

•    Mobile vending machines, street vending vans

•    Bus interior panelling

Railway machinery

•    Passenger car interior wall decoration

Lifting and rigging equipment

•    Lift cabin finishing

Shipbuilding

•    Shipboard space finishing

New Product Types

Coversafe
Steels with polymer coatings

Galvanised steel with various types of protective  
and decorative coatings.

Advantages

•    Improved decorative features

•    Long-lasting colour and 
shine, even in very sunny 
conditions

•    Self-cleaning surface

Antibacterial coating option available.

Coversafe Decoproof Coversafe Superproof Coversafe Bioclean

•    Aesthetically pleasing 
appearance

•    Resistance to biologically 
and chemically aggressive 
environments

•    Resistance to repeated 
treatment with disinfectants

•    Guaranteed coating 
durability

•    Rugged, shock- and scratch-
resistant material

•    Food contact safety

•    Guaranteed coating 
durability

•    Resistance to chemical 
cleaning agents



Agreement Execution Delivery

The company proceeds to the 
execution of the order under 
Severstal’s expert supervision

Products are checked and 
delivered to the client

Parties enter into a supply 
contract

49

A promising new project, the Metal 
Processing Hub platform provides  
end-users with access to the distributed 
network of partners’ production facilities 
for the time-sensitive production of metal 
products and/or parts.

Order Request Selection

One of the key objectives of the platform is to make  
the whole process from placing an order to receiving 
the finished product efficient and user-friendly:

The client fills in a PO  
on the website  
http://mph.severstal.com

The platform receives a 
number of offers from potential 
contractors and selects the 
most suitable among them

Requests for the production of 
the part/service required by the 
client are made to companies

Metal Processing 
Hub

48 New Product Types
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Severstal  
Operational Assets

50
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Severstal-
SMС-Vsevolzhsk

Gestamp-
Severstal-Kaluga

A joint venture between two international 
companies: Severstal and Mitsui, one of Japan’s 
largest financial and industrial groups, was 
launched in 2013. Severstal-SMC-Vsevolozhsk 
provides a full range of services from transverse 
and longitudinal cutting of rolled steel into bands 
and sheets, blank cutting for laser welding and 
subsequent use in stamping operation, unique in 
Russia. All production operations are performed 
out using high-quality equipment made by world-
renowned brands.

Gestamp-Severstal-Kaluga is a joint venture 
between Severstal and Gestamp that focuses on 
the production of metal parts for the automotive 
industry using modern cold-forming and 
automated assembly technologies. The company 
is one of Gestamp’s largest cold-forming sites in 
Europe for the production of large-sized parts.
Gestamp-Severstal-Kaluga provides cold stamping, 
welding, repair and modification services for 
stamping tools of any complexity.

Severstal Operational Assets

Cherepovets  
Steel Mill

Severstal-
Gonvarri-Kaluga

Cherepovets Steel Mill (CherSM) is one of the 
world’s leading autonomous integrated steel 
mills. CherSM has an advantageous location 
that guarantees its access to raw materials, 
transportation networks and end consumers both 
in Russia and abroad. The mill is a full metallurgical 
cycle facility.

Severstal is self-sufficient in iron ore and coking 
coal. The company’s mining assets are represented 
by iron ore plants: the Karelsky Okatysh iron ore 
mining and processing complex, the Olcon iron 
ore concentrate processing complex and the 
Yakovlevsky  mining and processing plant, as well 
as the Vorkuta-Ugol coal-mining company.

Severstal-Gonvarri-Kaluga provides services for 
cutting rolled steel coils into bands, sheets and 
trapezoidal shapes and cutting blanks for stamping. 
Severstal-Gonvarri-Kaluga is a Russia-Spain joint 
venture of two world leaders in metal production 
and treatment, Severstal and Gonvarri. Playing the 
part of a link between the rolled steel manufacturer
and the end user, the company provides an entire 
range of services of longitudinal and transversal 
cutting of steel products and blank cutting for 
subsequent metal recycling. All production 
operations are performed using high-quality 
equipment made by world-renowned brands.
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Severstal-Metiz SSM-Tyazhmash

Severstal-Metiz is a group of companies that 
encompasses all metalware assets of Severstal.  
It has more than 100,000 product entries,  
the production includes cold-drawn steel, steel 
sections, railway fastenings, low- and high-carbon 
wire, nails, fibre, steel ropes, reinforcement 
strands, netting and fasteners. Severstal-Metiz’s 
Russian facilities are located in Cherepovets 
(northwest Russia), Orel (central Russia)  
and Volgograd (Volga Region).

The company quality management system (QMS) 
complies with the international standard ISO 9001- 
2015. Severstal Metiz’s production of calibrated 
rolled products and steel shapes meets the 
specific requirements of the automotive industry, 
as proved by the certificate of compliance with the 
international industry standard IATF 16949:2016.

The SSM-Tyazhmash Machine-Building Center  
is the machine-building division of Severstal.  
One of the centre’s areas of interest is powder 
metallurgy. The production of iron powders boasts 
more than 25 years’ worth of experience.  
SSM-Tyazhmash has maintained a high level  
of quality throughout its history while expanding its 
product portfolio.

The products are manufactured using state-of-the-
art production equipment, which allows  
for a flexible approach to customer requirements.

The technology is based on the use of virgin 
cast iron from the Cherepovets Steel Mill as raw 
material, thereby ensuring the high chemical 
purity of the powders    produced. The quality 
management system is certified according  
to ISO 9001.

The SSM-Tyazhmash Machine-Building Center 
is in constant contact with leading scientific 
organisations. It performs various research  
and development activities.

Severstal Operational Assets

Gestamp-
Severstal-Vsevolozhsk

SMС-Kolpino
ITZ JSC

The joint venture between Severstal and Gestamp, 
a Spanish company, was launched in 2009. Today, 
it specialises in the production of car body parts 
using the latest cold-forming and automated 
assembly technologies and provides services  
in cold forming, welding and the production  
of assembled parts.

The steel service centre is located in the Izhora 
Plant area in the Kolpino district of St. Petersburg. 
It is a structural subdivision of the Izhora Pipe Mill.

The production complex’s main focus  
is the production of rolled steel blanks for the 
needs of the machine-building, automotive, 
shipbuilding and construction industries.  
It provides blasting and priming services, plasma 
cutting of sheet metal, as well as bending, rolling, 
welding, edging and drilling metal.
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Cherepovets City

Cherepovets Steel Mill
30 Mira St., Cherepovets, Vologda Region,
162608, Russia
8 (8202) 53-09-00
severstal@severstal.com 
chermk.severstal.com
Online store
8 800 200 6939
market.severstal.com

Severstal-Metiz
1/33 50-Letiya Oktyabrya St., Cherepovets,
Vologda Region, 162600
8 (8202) 53-91-91 
info@severstalmetiz.com
severstalmetiz.com

SSM-Tyazhmash
30 Mira St., Cherepovets,
Vologda Region, 162600
8 (8202) 56-25-79, 8 (8202) 53-15-97
sales@ssmtm.ru, 
ts.yacunova@severstal.com
ssm-tyazhmash.severstal.com

Kaluga City

Severstal-Gonvarri-Kaluga
1 Avtomobilnaya St., Kaluga,
Kaluga Region, 248926, Russia
8 (4842) 71-96-00 
info.sgk@gonvarri.com 
sgk.severstal.com

Gestamp-Severstal-Kaluga
1 Avtomobilnaya St., Kaluga,
Kaluga Region, 248926, Russia
8 (4842) 21-10-30 
info@ru.gestamp.com 
gestamp.com

Saint Petersburg and the Leningrad Region

Severstal-SMС-Kolpino, Izhora Pipe Mill 
90 Lit. D, off. 1N, Kolpino, Izhora
Plant area, Saint Petersburg,
196655, Russia
8 (812) 331-72-18 
smcinfo@severstalgroup.com 
kolpino.smc.severstal.com

Severstal-SMС-Vsevolzhsk
18 Avtomobilnaya St., Plant area,
Vsevolozhsk, Leningrad Region,
188640, Russia
8 (812) 244-84-95
info@ssv.severstal.com  
vsevolozhsk.smc.severstal.com

Gestamp-Severstal-Vsevolozhsk 
188640, Russia, Leningrad Region,
Vsevolozhsk, Plant area, 
Avtomobilnaya St., 7
8 (812) 313-68-10
info@ru.gestamp.com 
gestamp.com

Contacts
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